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Tuesday, 03 May 2016
Dear Colleagues, Friends and Supporters of OIRF,
Today I am pleased to be able to bring you a bonus article in advance of the
next Issue of “The Bridge” newsletter. This is a short article from Prof. Dr. Hendrik
Treugut entitled “What is Energetic and Information Medicine (Energy Medicine)? –
More than a Definition . . .” Dr. Treugut will be the Keynote Speaker during our
forthcoming 43rd Biological Medicine Tour to Germany and this gives you a nice
preview of what he will be presenting. He was anxious to speak to the group again
this year as – in his words – “there’s so much new information that your group needs
to hear!” This lecture will be exclusively presented to our group (it is not a part of
the Medicine Week lectures) to give us a clear view of the current research and
development within Germany and Europe. You can see a brief intro to Dr. Treugut
and his work at the end of this brief article.
There will be a number of additional exclusive lectures as part of this tour
program and we will also be participating in a variety of English language lectures
which are scheduled as an integral part of the Medicine Week Congress program. In
view of the 50th Anniversary celebrations and lectures of the Med-Week Congress
combined with our OIRF private Tour program, we are really looking forward to a
uniquely informative and educational program. This year we will be joined by a larger
than usual number of our Directors and Advisors (some of the “many timers”) who
are usually willing to share their expertise, advice and guidance during the many
opportunities for conversation. Register early to ensure a place on this tour program!
So here is your preview article by Prof. Dr. Treugut, and you can find a PDF
print edition here. Will we be meeting you in Frankfurt ? ? ?
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Another exclusive article for OIRF Supporters, published May 2016
by Occidental Institute Research Foundation . . .

What is Energetic and Information Medicine
(Energy Medicine)? – More than a Definition . . .
By PD Dr.med. habil. Hendrik Treugut
From an article in CO’Med, Volume 21, October 2015
Machine Translation by SYSTRAN, Lernout & Hauspie, LogoMedia & Promt
Translation & redaction by: Carolyn L. Winsor, OIRF
© Copyright 2015, Dr. Hendrik Treugut, Schwabish Gmund, Germany
As a part of Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM), Energetic and
Information Medicine (Energy Medicine) defines itself in its own self image, not as a
contrast but rather as a supplement and extension of conventional medicine
corresponding to the holistic structure of the human organism.

Thus a medicine is described which uses physical signals for diagnostic and therapeutic
purposes instead of biochemical active substances. Among other things biological
regulating or controlling electrical currents, electromagnetic waves, acoustic or light
signals, torsion waves, different kinds of fields, information entities, but also various
body and mental techniques belong to it.
In June 2005 Energy Medicine was declared as the fifth largest area (“major area”) within
Complementary Medicine by the US-American National Center for Complementary
and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM) (www.nccam.nih.gov).
Behind the concept of this holistic nature is the image of the organism as a
multidimensional system, according to the laws of System Philosophy (Ervin Lázsló) and
its perception as a Holon (Arthur Koestler). The pivotal point of understanding is the
multidimensional structural model of the organism, the existence of the different control
and/or regulation levels which are structured hierarchically and in their systemappropriate teamwork prerequisite for health. Within the individual levels a fine
adjustment takes place: with positive feedback cybernetic circuits provide for
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construction, with negative feedback for stability, for the observance of the dynamic
balance between chaos and rigidity, the biochemical homeostasis, etc. The central
meaning of energy and information arises from this.
All different models of multidimensionality reveal that conventional medicine limits
itself extensively to the physical (structural) level and neither recognizes nor considers
the levels of energy, the ethereal or subtle energy of life, the psyche and not really the
spirituality. Exactly these areas of the bioenergetic fields and the bioinformation fields,
but also the psychic and spiritual levels are the wider field in which Energy Medicine
offers a large repertoire of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures – among others based
on high-tech electronics and IT technology – with barely conceivable new possibilities
and success.
The application of Energy Medicine means to optimize the system aspect of the
organism as an internal structure, and the Holon aspect as its external structure, in
order to reach a truly holistic healing.

Priv.Doz. Dr.med. habil. Hendrik Treugut * was the Chief
physician (emeritus) of the Radiological Department of the
municipal medical center. He has worked in clinics and larger
medical centers in Germany and the USA as well as the
Universities of Tübingen (Germany) and Lund (Sweden). The
main focus of his research is complementary medicine
diagnostic procedures and medical frontiers along with
international lecture activities. He was instrumental in
development and implementation of the Energy Medicine
modules within a European Master Study Course. He is a
member of the directors of the ISSSEEM (USA) as well as
the founder and president of the Deutschen Gesellschaft für
Energetische und Infomationsmedizin e.V. DGEIM [German
Association for Energetic and Information Medicine, Inc.].
* Note from Carolyn: All those initials and credentials up there? Here’s a quick “translation” of them: Priv.Doz. = Privatedozent = unsalaried (by a university) associate professor and lecturer; Dr.med. of course =
MD or Medical Doctor; habil. (habilitatus) = a degree showing the holder has done a post doctoral thesis
and is qualified for a senior university post; and emeritus (em) = retired [from the hospital anyway!]. Well,
I’m impressed!

Follow this link to get your PDF print copy of this article and the announcements.

Published in Canada May 2016
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Occidental Institute
Research Foundation
43rd Biological Medicine Tour to Germany
Wednesday, Oct. 26 through Tuesday, Nov. 1, 2016
Theme: Experience and Science: Diagnosis and Treatment
Possibilities with High Practical Relevance
Coordinated and Hosted by: Carolyn L. Winsor,
OIRF Managing Director

Accompanied by OIRF Medical Advisor: Marguerite Lane, ND
OIRF Board of Directors and Board of Advisors

•

Visit and participate in the famous
Baden-Baden Medicine Week
Congress

Beautiful Baden-Baden in the Fall!

Keynote Speaker: Prof. Dr. Hendrik Treugut, Pres. DGEIM, Researcher
Plus exclusive English language lectures for OIRF group:
¾

Daniel Beilin, OMD LAc - AlfaThermodiagnostics

¾

Silvia Binder, ND PhD – ONDAMED Therapy

¾

Friedrich Douwes, MD – Integrative Cancer Therapy

¾

aProf. Ivan Engler, MD PhD – Inhaled Ionized Oxygen Therapy

¾

Dietrich Klinghardt, MD – Biological & Energy Medicine

¾

Nuno Ruivo, DO – MORA BioResonance Therapy

English Programs at Med-Week:
Here’s part of the group gathering outside
the Medicine Week Congress House

•

Our private lectures present the
latest information and research in
our field, with ample time for
questions and hands-on

¾

Gudrun Mekle, MD – Practitioner and lecturer (Sanum)

¾

Ralf Oettmeier, MD - Practitioner and lecturer (Paracelsus)

¾

Thomas Rau, MD – Practitioner and lecturer (Paracelsus, Sanum)

¾

Uwe Reuter, MD – Practitioner and lecturer (Klinik im Leben)

¾

Georg Stommel, MD – Dyckerhof RNA Therapy

¾

And as many others as we can manage to work in!!

•

Presentations from famous German Biological Medicine Clinics

•

Presentations by several instrumentation companies on the practical application

•

An opportunity to talk with like-minded colleagues and learn from the experience and expertise of attending
OIRF Directors and Advisors.

•

Be treated like family with good food, good friends and good conversation in friendly hotels

•

Travel in comfort with plenty of room for luggage, and stay in a family run hotel located in the vineyards
close to Baden-Baden.

•

Tour price of $3,795 includes full tour program, 7 nights single room and all but a few meals.

•

Register early! Limited available spaces are already filling.

For full information and registration details:
Phone: (250) 490-3318
Toll Free: 1-800-663-8342
Website: www.oirf.com
Germany Tour details at:
www.oirf.com/germany2016.html

